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NEW QUESTION: 1
How do you make use of a process template?
A. By associating a process template to the current iteration.
B. By specifying the process template when you create a project
area.
C. By creating a process template category for the project
D. By adding the team members to the process template

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Router R1, a branch router, connects to the Internet using DSL.
Some traffic flows through a GRE and IPsec tunnel, over the DSL
connection, and into the core of an Enterprise network. The
branch also allows local hosts to communicate directly with
public sites in the Internet over this same DSL connection.
Which of the following answers defines how the branch NAT
config avoids performing NAT for the Enterprise directed
traffic but does perform NAT for the Internet-directed traffic?
A. By asking the ISP to perform NAT in the cloud
B. By not enabling NAT on the IPsec tunnel interface
C. By not enabling NAT on the GRE tunnel interface
D. By configuring the NAT-referenced ACL to not permit the
Enterprise traffic
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option B
B. Option A
C. Option E
D. Option C
E. Option D
Answer: A,D
Explanation:
B: How to Migrate an Existing native Non-Global Zone
Use the V2V process to migrate an existing zone on your Solaris
10 system to a solaris10 brand zone on a system running the
Oracle Solaris 11 release.
C: How to Install the solaris10 Branded Zone
A configured solaris10 branded zone is installed by using the
zoneadm command with the install subcommand.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Refer to the exhibit. From which table was the information
obtained?
A. CEF
B. FIB
C. LFIB
D. LIB
Answer: C
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